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OASIS WILL EXHIBIT THE END-TO-END EMBEDDED DEVICE CONNECTIVITY SOLUTION AT IoT WORLD
Oasis and its key IoT partners will showcase their unique embedded connectivity and subscription
management solution for the M2M, IoT and Consumer Devices at IoT World in Santa Clara on 10th12th May

Paris – May 4th 2016 - Oasis Smart SIM, the expert in embedded USIM operating systems, cellular service &
connectivity activation solutions for M2M, Internet of Things (IoT) and consumer devices, announces its
participation to the IoT World Event, to demonstrate its unique embedded connectivity solution and discuss the
disruptive business opportunities offered by its ecosystem.
The IoT World Event will take place at the Santa Clara Convention Center where more than 10,000 IoT actors
(stakeholders and investors) will present their contributions and significant influence, and promote new
development in the IoT sector. Oasis will be attending the event sharing the booth #926 with its key IoT
ecosystem partners from Spirent, the leading provider of device intelligence solutions.
The Internet of Things is a game changer for the mobile communication industry and the embedded SIM
technology facilitates business industries and all connected service providers’ activities. Along with our key
partners, we have been able to adjust to this new market trend by developing an eSIM solution for all connected
devices and offering a unique software solution for OEMs and IoT service providers.
“Combined with Spirent’s device management solution, we are able to provide a seamless cellular service
activation that can enable all IoT players from OEMs, M2M or IoT Service providers to achieve their complete IoT
opportunities, and we are delighted to take advantage of the IoT World Event to showcase our solutions and
share our vision and business perspective with other players of the ecosystem” said Olivier Leroux, Oasis’ CEO.

About Oasis Smart SIM
Oasis Smart SIM provides both end-to-end and customized services to enable the deployment of global USIM
technology connectivity and management. Oasis' mission is to embed USIM technology in all connected devices
and provide secure services to manage their activation and connectivity. This value proposition is ensured by
Oasis offering: a full set of services for embedded and reprogrammable SIM, along with solutions for activation,
connectivity and subscription management. Oasis contributes in shaping the globally connected world by
combining leading edge USIM technology and disruptive business models in a migrated focus from products and
solutions to software and services.
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